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Abstract
Auxiliary hypotheses (AHs) are indispensable in hypothesis-testing, because without them specification of testable
predictions and consequently falsification is impossible. However, as AHs enter the test along with the main hypoth-
esis, non-corroborative findings are ambiguous. Due to this ambiguity, AHs may also be employed to deflect falsifi-
cation by providing “alternative explanations” of findings. This is not fatal to the extent that AHs are independently
validated and safely relegated to background knowledge. But this is not always possible, especially in the so-called
“softer” sciences where often theories are loosely organized, measurements are noisy, and constructs are vague. The
Systematic Replications Framework (SRF) provides a methodological solution by disentangling the implications of
the findings for the main hypothesis and the AHs through pre-planned series of systematically interlinked close and
conceptual replications. SRF facilitates testing alternative explanations associated with different AHs and thereby
increases test severity across a battery of tests. In this way, SRF assesses whether the corroboration of a hypothesis is
conditional on particular AHs, and thus allows for a more objective evaluation of its empirical support and whether
post hoc modifications to the theory are progressive or degenerative in the Lakatosian sense. Finally, SRF has several
advantages over randomization-based systematic replication proposals, which generally assume a problematic neo-
operationalist approach that prescribes exploration-oriented strategies in confirmatory contexts.
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Introduction

Some of the problems that social and behavioral sci-
ences tackle have far-reaching and serious implications
in the real world. Among them one could list very
diverse questions, such as “Is exposure to media vio-
lence related to aggressive behavior and how?”, “Do

the differences in intelligence test scores represent a
true difference in cognitive abilities between various
ethnic groups?”, “Does willpower draw on a finite sup-
ply of resources that can dry up?”, “What are the main
dimensions through which we form our impressions
about other human beings?”, “Are emotions distinct en-
tities demonstrating natural-kind-like properties (e.g.
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having clear neurological and physiological markers)?”
Apart from all being socially very pertinent, substan-
tial numbers of studies investigated each of these ques-
tions. However, the similarities do not end here. Cu-
riously enough, even after so much resource has been
invested in the empirical investigation of these almost-
too-relevant problems, nothing much is accomplished in
terms of arriving at clear, definitive answers (see Barrett
et al., 2019; Ellemers et al., 2020; Hilgard et al., 2017;
Lin et al., 2020; Wicherts et al., 2010). If we take the
first in the list as an example, we began the inquiry with
three logical possibilities regarding how media violence
can influence aggression, namely: 1) it increases ag-
gression, 2) it decreases aggression, 3) it does not affect
aggression. After decades of investigation, endless dis-
cussions, and what seems to be a yearly updated series
of conflicting meta-analyses, one can argue that we are
not far from where we started (Hilgard et al., 2017).

This is a depressing state for any scientific discipline
to be in, as the aim of science is not to accumulate (con-
tradicting) observations for its own sake, but to explain
how the universe works or to make reliable predictions
about its future states (Lakatos, 1978). Besides, the sci-
entific enterprise differs from other types of nomothetic
inquiry (e.g., mythological, philosophical) in that it puts
its postulations to empirical tests in the hope of eventu-
ally selecting theories with higher verisimilitude (Pop-
per, 2002a). Research programs or disciplines which fail
in these tasks of providing valid explanations and accu-
rate predictions or weeding out the bad seeds would
have a hard time maintaining their scientific credibility
in the long run. This problematic situation has been
going on for a considerably long time in the social and
behavioral sciences, which renders an old observation
of Meehl still relevant; namely, that theoretical claims
often do not die normal deaths at the hands of em-
pirical evidence but are discontinued due to a sheer
loss of interest (Meehl, 1978). Observing this state,
Lakatos maintained decades ago that most theorizing in
the social sciences risks making merely pseudo-scientific
progress (Lakatos, 1978, p. 88-9, n. 3-4).

Any entity that experiences such a crisis of (self-
)confidence has every right to question its core assump-
tions. Given the seriousness of the issue, there might
indeed be great value in reflecting on the age-old prob-
lems of the established norms of scientific inquiry. Here,
we investigate how the current undesirable state is re-
lated to the problem of empirical underdetermination
and its disproportionately detrimental effects in the so-
cial and behavioral sciences. We then discuss how close
and conceptual replications can be employed to miti-
gate different aspects of underdetermination, and why
they might even aggravate the problem when conducted

in isolation. The Systematic Replications Framework we
propose consists in logically connected series of close
and conceptual replications and will provide a way to
increase the informativity of non-corroborative results
and thereby effectively reduce the ambiguity of falsifi-
cation.1

Duhem-Quine Thesis and the ambiguity of falsifica-
tion

Falsificationist methods are widely regarded by the
scientific community as the most useful tools in test-
ing the comparative merits of theoretical claims (Di-
enes, 2008; Hull, 1999; LeBel et al., 2017; Tarantola,
2006). In essence, the falsificationist strategy consists
in deriving empirical predictions (P) from a theory (T)
and to search for instances that contradict these predic-
tions and thereby refute the theory from which they are
derived via modus tollens: (T→ P∧¬P)→ ¬T. It is built
on the fundamental asymmetry between confirmation
and falsification: While acquiring supportive evidence
is trivial and even a huge number of observations do
not give us sufficient reason to accept a theory, a sin-
gle counterevidence is (at least potentially) enough to
reject it (Popper, 2002b).

However, this straightforward falsificationist strategy
is complicated by the fact that theories do not logically
imply any testable predictions. This is because theo-
retical terms themselves are not observable (only their
empirical instances are), and theoretical terms and their
empirical instances are not directly linked (Woodward,
1989). So, as the Duhem-Quine Thesis (DQT) famously
propounds, scientific theories or hypotheses have em-
pirical consequences only in conjunction with other hy-
potheses or background assumptions (Laudan, 1990)
that help bridging theoretical terms to their empirical
instances. For example, for testing a theory concerning
intelligence and social class link, you first need to define
how intelligence and social class look like in the real
world and doing that requires you to make certain as-
sumptions (i.e., auxiliary hypotheses) regarding the na-
ture of these abstract theoretical constructs. These “aux-
iliary” hypotheses (AH) range from various assumptions
regarding the qualities and the execution of the research
design and the reliability of the instruments being used,
the assessment and/or creation of the experimental con-
ditions, the accuracy of the measurements, the validity
of the operationalizations of the theoretical terms linked
in the main hypothesis, to the implications of previous

1The present paper offers a methodological solution to
the problem of underdetermination from a sophisticated
methodological falsificationist perspective. For other, such as
Bayesian, proposals for dealing with underdetermination, see
e.g., Holcombe and Gershman, 2018; Strevens, 2001.
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theories and the ceteris paribus clause (i.e., all other
things being equal). These assumptions are not nec-
essarily directly derivable from the main theory to be
tested. Consequently, it is impossible to test a theoreti-
cal hypothesis in isolation. For this reason, falsification
is necessarily ambiguous. That is, it cannot be ascer-
tained from a single test if the hypothesis under test
or one or more of the auxiliary hypotheses should bear
the burden of falsification (see Duhem, 1954, p. 187;
Quine, 1969, p. 79; also Strevens, 2001, p. 516).2 Like-
wise, Lakatos maintained that absolute falsification is
impossible, because in the face of a failed prediction,
the target of the modus tollens can always be shifted to-
wards the auxiliary hypotheses and away from the the-
ory (Lakatos, 1978, p. 18-19; see also Popper, 2002b, p.
20).

In the context of single hypothesis testing, we have
at the minimum two such auxiliary hypotheses, because
the simplest falsifiable scientific proposition hypothe-
sizes a certain relation (e.g. causal or correlational)
between two terms (say, X → Y). More precisely, we
need a hypothesis (say, AHpre) that links the theoretical
predictor Xt (e.g., ’intelligence’) to the observable pre-
dictor Xo (e.g., ’academic aptitude, measured through
SAT scores’) and another hypothesis (say, AHout) that
links the theoretical outcome Yt (e.g., ’social class’) to
the observational outcome Yo (e.g., ’control over means
of production, measured through occupation’).

When we reformulate the modus tollens of falsifi-
cation accordingly, our antecedent clause in the first
premise becomes a bundle containing at least three el-
ements (TH, AHpre, AHout). If the test results are in dis-
agreement with our prediction, then the conclusion of
the modus tollens inference would be a negation of the
whole bundle. Thus, the ambiguity of falsification as
implied by the DQT can be expressed minimally as such:
¬TH or ¬AHpre or ¬AHout (see Figure 1). In this regard,
to every isolated empirical test we pose at least three
largely independent questions such as, (i) "Does intel-
ligence predict social class?", (ii) "Do SAT scores mea-
sure intelligence?", and (iii) "Does occupation capture
social class?". And to all we receive just a single answer.
Moreover, while the AHpre and AHout can be treated as
unitary hypotheses for simplicity, they actually consist in
two sets of various assumptions (for instance, the AHpre

set comprises “Academic aptitude reflects intelligence,”
“SAT scores have adequate reliability,” “Test familiarity
is not an issue” etc.). Different assumptions that con-
stitute an AH set may become individually highly rele-
vant in designing and interpreting empirical tests and
replication studies. Thus, when speaking of the falsity
or invalidity of an AH set, we also have to take into ac-
count that some of its constituent assumptions may still

be true or valid.
Popper was aware of the necessity of auxiliary hy-

potheses and the difficulties they present whenever we
try to falsify a theoretical claim. However, Popper rel-
egates AHs to unproblematic background knowledge,
which the scientist needs to demarcate from the theory
under test by independently testing and corroborating
them and taking certain methodological decisions (see
e.g., Churchland, 1975; Lakatos, 1978; Popper, 2002a,
p. 238-239; Popper, 2002b, sections 19-20 and p. 23-
28; Uygun Tunç et al., 2023). While Popperian method-
ological falsificationism does not deny the role of AHs in
deriving empirical predictions from theories, it suggests
that we set up our investigation so that there would
be little reason to regard them as part of the empirical
test situation (for instance, the measures might be well
validated in other independent studies, so even when
they are in the test bundle, they can be considered as
not contributing to underdetermination). Then we can
be in a position to regard the empirical test as a fight
exclusively between a theoretical claim and evidence.
Accordingly, methodological falsificationism condemns
the allocation of blame to AHs after a failed test as an
inadmissible ad hoc maneuver.

In the social and behavioral sciences, depending on
the state of a particular literature or the nature of the
construct, it may sometimes be the case that some AHs
or their constituent assumptions are preferable to their
alternatives on independently established theoretical
grounds, in reference to widely endorsed disciplinary
norms or for directly observational reasons. For in-
stance, in a subsequent replication of the "elderly-slow"
priming effect (Doyen et al., 2012), the outcome vari-
able (walking speed as leaving the lab) was measured
via sensors instead of handheld stopwatches that were
used in the original study (Bargh et al., 1996). Clearly, it
is possible to infer on theoretical and empirical grounds
that sensors offer higher precision as a measurement in-
strument than handheld stopwatches. Therefore, the
particular component of the AHout concerning the novel
method of measurement (i.e., the accuracy of laser sen-
sors) can be more easily regarded as an “unproblematic
background assumption.”

2This problem is also called “holist” underdetermination
(Stanford, 2017). Empirical underdetermination of theories
also has serious implications for the issue of theory choice,
since the same body of evidence can support alternative the-
ories equally, which is customarily called “contrastive” under-
determination. This paper addresses empirical underdetermi-
nation only as it bears on falsification.
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Figure 1. Testing a bundle consisting of TH and AHs
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However, promoting the components of AHpre and
AHout sets to the rank of unproblematic background as-
sumptions is often a quite formidable task. For ex-
ample, it might be the case that the suspect AHs are
not of the sort that can be independently corroborated
(cf. Rowbottom, 2010) or not embedded in some well-
established theory or widely accepted theory of mea-
surement (See e.g. Muthukrishna and Henrich, 2019.
The problem is further complicated by the possibility
that an AH can receive blame not merely to save a the-
ory from refutation by an ad hoc maneuver, but rightly
so (Lakatos, 1978); for instance, when a malfunctioning
instrument or coincidental choice of an extreme sample
prevent the predicted effect from being realized.

In the social and behavioral sciences, treating AHs
as unproblematic background assumptions is particu-
larly difficult, and consequently the implications of the
DQT are particularly relevant and crucial (Meehl, 1978;
1990). For several reasons we need to presume that
problematic AHs nearly always enter the test along
with the main theoretical hypothesis (Meehl, 1990).
Firstly, in the social and behavioral sciences the theo-
ries are so loosely organized that they do not say much
about how the measurements should be (Folger, 1989;
Meehl, 1978). Secondly, AHs are seldom independently

testable due to being heavily theory-laden or difficult
to experimentally isolate (Meehl, 1978; 1990). Conse-
quently, often no particular operationalization qualita-
tively stands out. Moreover, in these disciplines, the-
oretical terms are often vague (Green, 2019; Meehl,
1978; 1990), value-laden (Weber, 2017), and hard to
formalize (Eronen and Romeijn, 2020) or to seman-
tically close (MacCorquodale and Meehl, 1948). To-
gether with the fact that researchers have less control
on the environment of inquiry, this implies that hypoth-
esized relationships can be expected to be spatiotem-
porally less reliable (Leonelli, 2018), and covered in
ambient noise (i.e., crud factor; see Orben and Lak-
ens, 2020). Moreover, in the absence of a strong the-
ory of measurement that is informed by the dominant
paradigm of the given scientific discipline (Muthukr-
ishna and Henrich, 2019), the selection of AHs is usu-
ally guided by the assumptions of the very theory that is
put into test. Consequently, each contending approach
develops its own measurement devices regarding the
same phenomenon, heeding to their own theoretical
postulations. Attesting to the threat this situation poses
for the validity of scientific inferences, it has recently
been shown that the differences in research teams’ pref-
erences of basic design elements drastically influence
the effects observed for the same theoretical hypotheses
(Landy et al., 2020). For all these reasons, the problem
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of underdetermination is usually more acute in social
and behavioral sciences.

The problem of underdetermination as regards
replication studies

It can be argued that one of the main functions of
replication studies has always been tackling various as-
pects of the problem of underdetermination. While
close replications test auxiliary hypotheses such as the
reliability of the instruments or that the original find-
ing is not a statistical fluke, conceptual replications test
other auxiliaries such as the ones that pertain to the op-
erationalization of variables of interest. This is arguably
one of the main reasons why the scientific community
came to regard replications as a “cornerstone of science”
(Moonesinghe et al., 2007; Simons, 2014) or even as
the "gold standard" (Bonett, 2012).

However, the results of single replication studies are
similarly ambiguous because they too rely on isolated
tests to rule out at least three independent hypotheses
at once (i.e., those associated with the AHpre, the AHout,
and the TH), and there is no way to reach a definitive
answer as to which of the three was corroborated or
disconfirmed by the observation. It is argued that falsi-
fiability goes hand in hand with replicability (e.g., Earp
and Trafimow, 2015). But if replications also at best
only diagnose the truth value of the TH & AHs bundle
without indicating whether the TH itself or any number
of AHs are chiefly responsible for the observed results,
they might even aggravate the ambiguity of falsification.

Although not necessarily addressing the implications
of the DQT, similar arguments have already been voiced
with respect to close and conceptual replications. For
instance, conceptual replications, and particularly the
ones that yield non-corroborative results, are purported
to be relatively uninformative and susceptible to be eas-
ily brushed aside by the original author (Nosek et al.,
2012; Pashler and Harris, 2012), since it is not clear if
the differences between the original study and replica-
tions indicate a problem with the TH or the AHs in the
replication study. Due to the problem of underdetermi-
nation, unsuccessful close replications also cannot pro-
vide the scientific community with definitive answers re-
garding which element in the test bundle is responsible
for the results, as the discussions about hidden moder-
ators, sampling characteristics and sundry other differ-
ences between the original and replication studies fol-
lowing failed close replications illustrate (see Stroebe,
2019 for a summary). The problem of underdetermina-
tion is not dissolved when close replication attempts are
successful either, since the observed effect might be an
artefact of particular operationalizations of the predic-
tors and outcomes, and hence close replications cannot

be regarded as the ultimate test of a hypothesis (Shadish
et al., 2002; Stroebe and Strack, 2014). Still others
have argued against the very association between repli-
cability and the truth (or verisimilitude) of theoretical
claims, maintaining that studies with false results might
be highly replicable (e.g., Devezer et al., 2021; Hacking,
1992; Mayo, 2018; Shadish et al., 2002).

We think that the main methodological function of
both close and conceptual replications is to reduce the
epistemic risks associated with the problem of underde-
termination. However, each type of replication is effec-
tive in investigating only particular types of alternative
explanations associated with problematic AHs. In order
to establish a stronger connection between the theory
and its test, we need to garner the advantages of both
close and conceptual replications while controlling for
their respective weaknesses. In this way, it can be pos-
sible to dissociate the TH and the AHs to a certain ex-
tent by organizing replications into a pre-planned series
whose parts are designed so as to systematically vary
the AHs associated with predictor and outcome vari-
ables.

Systematic Replications Framework

The THs under examination in the social and behav-
ioral sciences often are submerged in a complex bundle
of potentially confounding AHs which cannot be rele-
gated to unproblematic background knowledge due to
the reasons mentioned in the previous sections. In this
kind of situations, it is still possible to investigate condi-
tional relationships between particular theoretical mod-
els (i.e., consisting of TH, AHpre, AHout) and test results.
Learning more about these relationships would allow us
to incrementally identify the most problematic parts of
the complex bundle of hypotheses under examination.
This, in turn, would significantly reduce the ambigu-
ity of falsification due to underdetermination. Conse-
quently, hypothesis tests in social and behavioral science
would become much more informative.

The hypothesis testing and replication framework we
propose (Systematic Replications Framework or SRF)
is a methodological procedure for investigating such
conditional relationships. SRF consists in a systemati-
cally organized series of replications that function col-
lectively as a single research line. The main idea be-
hind SRF is coordinating replication studies in such a
way that they reveal if the corroboration of the TH is re-
stricted to particular theoretical models with particular
AHs in the AHpre and AHout sets. By revealing such con-
ditional relationships, it is also possible to track how a
theory responds to recalcitrant instances, so SRF is also
a tool for assessing if a theory acquires a progressive or
degenerative character over time (see Lakatos, 1978).
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This is an achievable aim, we believe, because in each
(close and conceptual) replication study only a limited
number of AHs in the AHpre and AHout sets are varied.
By tracking how the results change in tandem with the
exact set of AHs utilized in each individual replication,
we can significantly reduce underdetermination.

The AHpre and AHout sets

Since selecting the AHs to be varied in the AHpre and
AHout sets is is at the heart of this strategy, we need to
explicate in more detail what we mean by these sets
before we lay out SRF. In any hypothesis testing situa-
tion, the number of AHs is potentially infinite (Quine,
1951; Lakatos, 1978). So, accounting for all of them is
practically unattainable. For example, in the social and
behavioral sciences (depending on the particular ques-
tions investigated) it is usually assumed that the exact
color of the lab walls, the elevation of the lab above
the sea level, the exact design of the chairs used by the
subjects, the humidity of the room that the study takes
place or many other minute details do not significantly
influence the study outcomes. It would be a Herculean
task even to identify each and every one of such hy-
potheses, and it is impossible to make even the simplest
observation in the absence of them. Therefore, since in
both original and replication studies we are potentially
dealing with an infinite number of AHs, we cannot prac-
tically keep track of all AHs that are altered. Therefore,
one might think that isolating the effect of individual
AHs by monitoring the changes in AH sets in the orig-
inal and replication studies is a task doomed from the
start.

However, among the plethora of different AHs ex-
isting in a hypothesis test only a certain subgroup of
AHs can be expected to meaningfully impact the results.
There are infinitely many other AHs that presumably do
not exert a meaningful enough influence on the results
due to being completely inconsequential, or only barely
consequential so that their influence can be safely ig-
nored to a certain extent, or coinciding with opposing
factors that always nullify the potential effect, and so
forth. AHs that are thought to belong this category are
relegated to the ceteris paribus clause (Meehl, 1978).
As long as they are deemed to belong to the ceteris
paribus clause, they are not explicitly stated, and thus
are not tested and (tentatively) accepted as they are.

The remaining AHs such as the reliability of the mea-
sures used in the study, whether the variables are op-
erationalized in a way that is true to the theoretical
construct (i.e., accurate and exhaustive) and various
other factors that are associated with sample and treat-
ments/measures interactions (e.g., if measures are ap-
propriate to be used in a particular cultural context) are

all crucially influential in testing a TH. It is such hy-
potheses that comprise the AHpre and AHout sets. The
design elements (including the statistical analysis strat-
egy) featured in a well-written methods section of a sci-
entific paper can also be thought as specifying the AHpre

and AHout sets.
A practical example of how the AHpre and AHout

sets diverge from other AHs that fall under the ceteris
paribus clause can be found in the very idea of close
replications. It has been rightly pointed out that no
close replication is an exact copy of an original study
(i.e., it is not possible that all AHs are the same in two
different studies), yet close replications still serve as
an important part of cumulative science because of the
role they play in establishing intersubjective agreements
on facts (Brandt et al., 2014). Close replications can
play this role despite being “different” from the original
study in many different ways, because for the theoreti-
cal model under investigation only the TH and the AHpre

and AHout sets are expected to matter, while the other
AHs under the ceteris paribus clause are not. So, even
if exact resemblance between the original and the repli-
cation study is beyond the bounds of possibility, close
replications can establish intersubjective testability by
reiterating the elements that were expected to matter in
the original study (i.e., the AHpre and AHout sets).

From a methodological perspective, the prob-
lem of underdetermination can be conceived as a
(mis)specification problem regarding the AHpre and
AHout sets. That is, in a perfectly specified theoretical
model (in terms of the AHpre and AHout sets and the
ceteris paribus clause) only the TH can be held to ac-
count for the test results. However, this is almost never
the case. Firstly, one or more elements in the AHpre

and AHout sets can be false, invalid or in conflict with
other elements. Secondly, nontrivial AHs might be er-
roneously relegated to the ceteris paribus clause by the
theoretical model. This latter kind of misspecification is
always a logical possibility no matter how severely we
test our theoretical model. What this means is that the
possibility of misspecification can never be conclusively
excluded. That being said, by probing these two sources
of misspecification we can significantly diminish the de-
grees of underdetermination.

We can utilize mainly three types of probes in inves-
tigating the possibility of misspecification, whereby we
would decrease the epistemic risks due to underdeter-
mination and increase test severity: 1) The theoretical
model (i.e., the TH and the AHpre and AHout sets) should
be associated with relatively stable observations, 2) the
boundary conditions of a theory defined by the particu-
lar AHpre and AHout sets should not be too limiting, and
3) if certain AHs are featured in the AHpre and AHout sets
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of a contending theory while they were relegated to the
ceteris paribus clause in another theory, the difference
should be accounted for. We can call these the stability
probe, boundary conditions probe, and the contending
theories probe. Next, we describe how SRF proceeds
and examine how the three misspecification probes are
used in SRF via systematically organized close and con-
ceptual replications.

SRF: The procedure

SRF is a testing framework with 6 distinct steps. The
first and the second steps consist in an original study
and its close replications. Next, series of conceptual
replications are conducted for testing the AHpre and
AHout sets which are also followed by associated close
replications (steps 3 to 6). A visual summary of SRF
can be seen in Figure 2.3 The figure has two parts. The
upper part illustrates how observable variables are alter-
nated in different steps for comparing the effects of indi-
vidual AH elements in the AHpre and AHout sets specified
by the theoretical model. In the first 2 steps, the same
sets of AHpre and AHout are being tested with different
samples. From step 3 to step 6, the AHpre and AHout sets
are varied. The lower part of the figure describes how
this variation of the AHpre and AHout sets is done in de-
tail. The lowercase letters in the lower part of the figure
stand for individual auxiliary hypotheses that constitute
the AHpre and AHout sets. The sets are represented as
finite Venn diagrams and a representation of the ceteris
paribus clause is omitted for the sake of simplicity. The
intersection represents the AHs that are not directly re-
lated to the predictor or outcome variables but pertain
to the test as a whole, such as the assumptions of the
statistical model (e.g., sampling related assumptions).
Highlighted lower letters stand for the elements that are
varied in that step.

SRF starts with close replications of an original find-
ing and close replications are conducted in 3 out of 6
steps in the procedure. Close replications are indis-
pensable for scrutinizing if the theoretical model (i.e.,
the TH and the AHpre and AHout sets) is associated with
relatively stable observations (Schmidt, 2016; Simons,
2014). So, close replications correspond to the stabil-
ity probe that we introduced earlier. Stability probes
investigate if the theoretical model in the original study
erroneously relegated some potentially problematic AHs
(e.g., hidden moderators, cultural context dependency,
“flair” or expertise of the researcher who conducts the
study4) into the ceteris paribus clause, so the replication
study unintendedly varied it and ended up making dif-
ferent observations than the original study. Investigat-
ing if a theoretical model can generate stable observa-
tions is also a test for statistical (i.e., sampling related)

AHs. Therefore, in the context of SRF, if we obtain con-
flicting results between the original study and its close
replications, the possible implications are: 1) the non-
corroborative findings in the replication are due to type
2 error (the higher powered the close replications are
the less chance that this is true), 2) theoretical model
in the original study is misspecified in terms of AHs that
are relegated to the ceteris paribus clause or 3) the orig-
inal corroborative finding was due to type 1 error and
the theoretical model is wrong.

In the face of non-corroborative replications, if the
implication 1 is deemed tenable (i.e., type 2 error in
replication), then further replications should be con-
ducted. If implication 2 is thought to have more cred-
ibility (i.e., the AHpre and AHout sets are misspecified),
the route one should take is reformulating the theoret-
ical model with additional elements in the AHpre and
AHout sets (e.g., by either describing the limiting in-
stances or defining the hidden moderators). If impli-
cation 3 is thought to be more plausible (i.e., the the-
oretical model is wrong), then seriously modifying or
abandoning the theoretical model should be considered.
In cases where modifications take place in the TH or the
AHpre and AHout sets the process should start afresh from
the very beginning.

However, for the reasons we discussed so far, neither
success nor failure in close replications provides suffi-
cient evidence for reaching a verdict on the corrobo-
ration of a TH. Due to misspecifications in the model
with respect to the AHs, artefactual findings might be
perfectly replicable or a true effect might persistently
elude us. This is also true where a TH seems to be
repeatedly confirmed by a finding which it completely
misrepresents, such as the theory of phlogiston which

3A decision guide explicating in more detail how to pro-
ceed in different research scenarios can be found in the sup-
plementary materials.

4It can be suggested that the “skill or expertise of the repli-
cators” might not be as easily dismissible as an unreliable aux-
iliary hypothesis as something like “flair.” Admittedly, most
scientific studies require expertise in a particular method or
domain of research to be properly conducted. That being
said, if one assumes that intersubjective testability or repli-
cability is a desirable property for confirmatory research, the
term “skill” can be understood only as objectively defined ade-
quate experience and training, which might amount to having
an academic qualification (e.g., a degree in a relevant field)
or demonstrable expertise in certain techniques (e.g., demon-
strable previous experience with the online experiment soft-
ware). Understood thus, however, “lack of skill” explanation
cannot be justifiably applied to other researchers who have
been conducting studies in the same field, if one does not
forego the claim for intersubjective testability and thus objec-
tivity altogether.
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Figure 2. The Systematic Replications Framework
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mistook oxygen for dephlogisticated air (Trafimow and
Earp, 2016). If this is the case, even an infinite number

of close replications would fail at identifying which AHs
are erroneously included in or excluded from the AHpre
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and AHout sets. To do that, it is necessary to conduct
further tests that connect close and conceptual replica-
tions in a logically systematic way, which would allow
the researchers to identify if or to what extent the cor-
roboration of the TH is conditional on particular AHpre

and AHout sets.
This is practicable if conceptual replications are con-

ducted with the aim that they will have consequences
for distinct AHs in the AHpre and AHout sets. If either
an element in the the AHpre or the AHout set is changed
while the elements in the other set are kept constant,
we can track changes in the results to discern which set
or element may be chiefly responsible for the difference.
For example, a researcher can first keep the operational-
ization of the predictor variable the same (i.e., keeping
AHpre1 constant) while using various different outcome
variables (i.e., varying AHout sets: AHout2 → n). In the
next step, a similar diversification procedure is applied
to the variable that was kept constant in the previous
step (i.e., varying AHpre sets: AHpre2 → n), and this time
the variable that was being varied in the previous step
is kept constant (i.e., keeping AHout1 constant). If a the-
oretical claim survives all these steps without being fal-
sified, it can be said that it is severely tested and largely
corroborated. When it faces mixed results, SRF allows
researchers to relatively isolate the effects of different
AHs (i.e., different elements in AH sets), and to see if
their TH is conditional on particular operationalizations
(i.e., particular AHpre or AHout sets).

Step 3 and 5 in SRF feature such an investigation of
conditional relationships. This is the boundary condi-
tions probe we introduced earlier. It serves to identify
conditional relationships between the TH and the ele-
ments of the AHpre or AHout sets, which might signifi-
cantly delimit the application of the TH if not directly
undermine it. That being said, a TH whose corrobo-
ration is strictly dependent on particular AHpre or AHout

sets would have only a very limited theoretical and prac-
tical use.

We would like to emphasize here that the systematic
variation in the AH sets is not envisioned to be a ran-
dom process in SRF. The AH sets to be tested should be
decided with a view to severely test the main hypothe-
sis (see Mayo, 2018). Test severity, in turn, is inversely
related to underdetermination (Oude Maatman, 2021):
The more there are probable alternative explanations
of the results in relation to individual AH elements, the
less severe our test will be. Since underdetermination
is a relative matter and admits of degrees (Oude Maat-
man, 2021), severity is also a relative property of tests
and can increase or decrease. Aiming for higher test
severity means in this context, then, to critically exam-
ine the most probable alternative explanations that arise

in relation to individual AH elements. So, for example,
if an AH associated with a particular manipulation is
suspected to be chiefly responsible for the previous find-
ings (e.g., using handheld watches instead of laser sen-
sors in a priming experiment), then the variation should
be targeted at that hypothesis. Examining probable al-
ternative explanations associated with different AH sets
would be a useful method for selecting the most severe
test available at the time and thus it would potentially
provide the strongest corroboration for the TH.

Another way to increase the test severity by deter-
mining the most problematic AHs in the testing situa-
tion and isolating their effects in subsequent tests is to
compare the theoretical model put forward by one the-
ory to the theoretical models of the contending theories.
That is, when particular AHs that are unspecified (i.e.,
relegated to the ceteris paribus clause) in a theoretical
model are included in the explicit AHpre and AHout sets
of a contending theory as crucial factors for the investi-
gated effect, these particular AHs should be considered
problematic and further investigated. This is the con-
tending theories probe we mentioned earlier. The ba-
sic idea behind this probe is that theories might display
self-serving bias in selecting the particular AHs to be in-
cluded in AHpre and AHout sets. Utilizing the distinct
preferences of contesting theories for nontrivial, explic-
itly specified AHs can offer a cost-effective way to tackle
with the self-serving selection of AHs to be included in
the theoretical model.

In this regard, SRF will find a particularly significant
and effective application in the case of contested theo-
retical claims and questions, especially if it is employed
as a framework for hypothesis testing through adversar-
ial collaboration. Contested questions such as the ones
we mentioned in the beginning are extremely difficult
to definitively answer in the present context, because
the scientific community lacks clear criteria for falsify-
ing points of view and disagrees on key methodologi-
cal issues—a situation which comes close to what Tet-
lock described as an “epistemic hell” (2006). The idea
of adversarial collaboration has been articulated a few
times in the recent past (Tetlock, 2006; Mellers et al.,
2001) to organize empirical testing of such contested
questions. However, it did not find realization except
for a couple of cases (e.g., Bateman et al., 2005; Do-
herty et al., 2019; Matzke et al., 2015). And even when
it did, the studies conducted as adversarial collabora-
tions have been isolated tests, so they were plagued
with the same problem of underdetermination we dis-
cussed throughout. Adversarial collaborations are for
resolving disputes, but this very problem renders it hard
to reach a rational consensus on what the results mean
when they are undertaken for conducting isolated tests
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and particularly if they produce mixed results (e.g., Do-
herty et al., 2019). However, in direct contrast to this,
in the context of SRF adversarial collaborations would
facilitate an active confrontation of conflicting theories
in regard to which AHs can be safely relegated to the ce-
teris paribus clause and which others should be seen as
a crucial part of the testing situation. In an SRF-based
adversarial collaboration, even if the researchers can-
not reach consensus regarding the AHpre and AHout sets,
they can at least agree on conditionals and thus reach
consensus in the appraisal of the outcomes of the whole
scheme.

Conventionalist and methodological falsificationist
strategies

What happens when the TH faces a non-
corroborative observation at any point during this
procedure? A theoretical model is preferable to its
alternatives to the extent that it is proficient in solving
the puzzles posed by non-corroborative instances (i.e.,
“If the TH is true how can this anomalous case be
explained?”). There are broadly two ways to deal with
such puzzles; namely conventionalist and method-
ological falsificationist strategies (see Popper, 2002b,
sections 19-20). The conventionalist strategy, on the
one hand, is degenerative/deflationary in the sense
that it involves taking the TH’s explanatory claim back
from some classes of phenomena to save the theory
from refutation (e.g., from the TH “All swans are white”
one retreats to the claim that the whiteness-swanness
link envisioned by the TH only applies to swans living
in Istanbul, or redefines the category ‘swan’ so that any
other color would indicate a different species). The
methodological falsificationist strategy, on the other
hand, involves commitment to the level of generality to
which the TH initially put its claim on. That means, if
an unexpected observation is reported and the theory
is still believed to have some merit, the observation
should be assimilated by either appealing to the greater
theory (or theories) which the TH is dependent upon
and proposing a testable hypothesis that explains the
discrepancy (e.g., irregularities in Uranus’ orbit with
regard to Newton’s gravitational theory led to the
discovery of Neptune), or making some peripheral
adjustments to the theory (e.g., when the temporal
distribution of fossil records of different species do not
lend support to the traditional gradualist approach in
Darwinian evolution, punctuated equilibrium model
was proposed), or demonstrating the existence of
hidden moderators. That requires additional studies
(from step 3 to 6) to be conducted to test the new
theoretical model that introduces novel AHs into
the AHpre or AHout sets. If these responses fail to be

corroborated by the evidence in subsequent tests,
the TH should be discarded as a refuted theoretical
claim. While both conventionalist and methodological
falsificationist strategies for tackling non-corroborative
findings in conceptual replications are acceptable on
purely logical grounds, the latter is empirically more
justifiable.

SRF, theory-ladenness, and the experimenter’s
regress

Ultimately all decisions regarding which AHs are
to be relegated to ceteris paribus clause are theory-
laden (See Kuhn, 1996), which might lead one to
think that all hypothesis tests are in a way circular.
That is, theories choose their own benchmarks, and
those benchmarks are used in testing theories, lead-
ing to what Harry Collins calls “experimenter’s regress”
(1992). What would make this problem intractable is
the absence of theory-independent (i.e., external) epis-
temic success criteria. Building upon earlier suggestions
concerning piecemeal-testing and calibration (Franklin,
1999, p.470-491), we believe regress problem is not
intractable and SRF provides a way out of this conun-
drum. The three probes that we introduced above are
precisely conceived as theory-independent methods for
investigating theory misspecification. Firstly, when the-
ory misspecification is due to an erroneous relegation
of some crucial AHs to the ceteris paribus clause, diver-
gent results in close replications can be an indication of
such unspecified AHs (e.g., hidden moderators). In this
regard, the stability probe is not embedded in the the-
ory under test and constitutes an external success cri-
terion. Secondly, the boundary condition probe is by
definition theory-independent, as it involves testing the
theory with AHs that were not included in the initial
theoretical model specified by the theory. Consequently,
the boundary condition probe can even be conceived as
a tool for generating incompatible observations for the
theory. Thirdly, the contending theories probe is already
the most stringent test of theory-ladenness, since it in-
volves employing AHs that are specified by the rivals of
the theory under test. Thus, SRF is impervious to the
criticism of theory-ladenness and circularity of testing
to the utmost extent this is possible.

To summarize, SRF reduces the degrees of underde-
termination and thereby the ambiguity of test results
in original studies as well as in close and conceptual
replications. Primarily, it allows for non-corroborative
evidence to have differential implications for the com-
ponents of the TH & AHs bundle. Although empirical
underdetermination may never be eliminated (i.e., we
may never conduct “crucial tests”), it can thereby be re-
duced to a sufficient degree that the scientific commu-
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nity can rationally converge on a verdict of falsification
or high corroboration. This can be achieved because by
reducing the degree of underdetermination we can de-
vise more informative tests and demarcate justified post
hoc revisions of theories from merely ad hoc maneuvers
to save them from falsification. If research is planned
and executed in compliance with SRF, the community
can tell with substantially increased safety when reject-
ing a falsification leads to the discovery of new factors,
clarification of conceptual relationships or the improve-
ment of measurement techniques, and when it comes
at the price of losing explanatory and predictive power.
Thus, SRF facilitates factual and theoretical consensus
formation by increasing the informativity of hypothesis
tests.

In cases where it is not possible to achieve corrobo-
ration, SRF allows demarcating on which pairings from
possible AHpre and AHout sets the truth-value of the TH is
conditional. In all cases, the confounding effects deriv-
ing from the AHs can be relatively isolated. Lastly, SRF
can enable to approximate to an ideal test of a theoreti-
cal hypothesis within the methodological falsificationist
paradigm by embedding alternative operationalizations
and associated measurement approaches into a severe
testing framework (see Mayo, 1997; 2018).

Alternative proposals and their underlying philoso-
phies of science

The suggestion that tests should be logically inter-
connected might not appear entirely new to the reader.
Sidman (1960), for example, uses the notion of system-
atic replication. The idea behind Sidman’s systematic
replication is that changing one particular research de-
sign element at a time (such as the sampling strategy)
in successive studies can allow researchers to test the
internal consistency and generalizability of their origi-
nal findings. Lykken’s (1968) constructive replication is
another example, where researchers replicate the origi-
nal study with different operationalizations of the same
constructs. By getting beyond the limitations of partic-
ular operationalizations, it is suggested that researchers
will be able to test the hypothesis of “real interest;” that
is, the hypothesis that links the theoretical constructs
(hence the name “constructive” replication). There
are other similar, more recent suggestions for design-
ing meta-studies, where independent experimental vari-
ables are indiscriminately randomized (Baribault et al.,
2018), or different operationalizations are introduced
as random factors into studies (Yarkoni, 2022; see also
Barr et al., 2013 on random effects). Triangulation, an-
other concept, also indicates the need for diversifying
and connecting replications (Munafò and Davey Smith,
2018).

However, despite the superficial similarity, the un-
derlying philosophy of science and relatedly the con-
crete objectives of these methods are very different from
those of SRF. First, SRF differs from the methods that
rely on randomization in regard to the role they assign
to AHs in science. Operationalism, which largely consti-
tutes the philosophical framework that randomization-
based approaches operate in, purports that the mean-
ing of a concept is exhausted by the empirical justifica-
tion provided for the existence of its referent (Bridg-
man et al., 1927, p. 5). In other words, a concept
consists in nothing but the set of operations used to
empirically measure or manipulate its referent. Thus,
the set of operations is not a sign, more particularly an
index, of a theoretical entity or property that is con-
ceptually represented in a construct—operations do not
measure or manipulate anything beyond themselves.
Randomization-based approaches remain faithful to the
basic tenets of operationalism, but extend the defini-
tions of concepts (i.e., operational definitions) to all
possible operationalizations, arguably in order to ad-
dress the surplus meaning problem.5 It is quite obvi-
ous that no particular operationalization can perfectly
capture the underlying concept as each individual op-
erationalization introduces some random and system-
atic error to the measurement, but operationalists as-
sume that collectively they can do the job. But it is
obviously a practical impossibility to identify, let alone
test every possible operationalization of a concept. How
can one, then, empirically capture a scientific concept
definitively? The solution offered to this problem by
randomization-based approaches is to “randomly” se-
lect a sample of operationalizations from an imagined
universe, in the hope that the errors associated with
each operationalization would cancel each other out.
This, in turn, would reveal the true nature of the links
between concepts, freed from the confounding effects of
different sets of operations. We can thus call the philo-
sophical framework offered (though rather implicitly)
by randomization-based approaches neo-operationalist.

This neo-operationalism, however, does not really
address the problems of classical operationalism previ-
ously raised by numerous critics. Among these, a quite
serious one is the inherent circularity of how concepts
and their measurements are conceived in the opera-
tionalist framework –a true chicken and an egg situation
(Bickhard, 2001). So, without first arriving at a defi-
nition of a concept that incorporates test-independent

5The surplus meaning problem is that no matter how
meticulously you devise the list of all the possible relevant
operationalizations, it is logically and empirically impossible
to rule out that the meaning of the construct is not exhausted
by them (see Leahey, 1980).
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(i.e., non-operational) qualities, it is impossible to de-
cide when and how different measurements can be
meaningfully grouped into a concept (Vessonen, 2021).
For example, the argument that intelligence is what in-
telligence tests test is circular, so without a theory of in-
telligence it is impossible to define the construct intelli-
gence only using the existing “measures of intelligence”.

The neo-operationalist thinking behind the
randomization-based approaches has its unique
problems as well. One of them is how to define
the universe of all possible operationalizations of a
concept (classical operationalism limits the meaning of
a concept to established operations), which is actually
a problem more intractable than it first appears to be.
For example, it might not be ideal to include a measure
that is known for its poor psychometric qualities in that
universe just because of its connection to the concept
(Köhler and Cortina, 2021). Or we can always (and
often do) imagine that future researchers will come up
with a much better, previously unthought of measure
of a concept that would clearly win out over its existing
alternatives (you may think of Popper’s black swan
in terms of measurement). Therefore, the sampling
at any given time might not be sufficiently random
(it might be biased towards white swans/hypothesis-
confirming measures) as the error associated with
these operationalizations are often systematic rather
than purely random. Thus, we can never be sure
whether the results obtained via existing operations
reflect the true underlying relationship between the
concepts. It is particularly problematic to cluster good
and bad operationalizations together, thinking that
the associated errors are always normally distributed
and will cancel each other out if random selection is
applied.

Furthermore, randomization-based approaches can
be said to adhere to a kind of thinking that share pe-
culiarly many features with enumerative induction. As
in enumerative induction, the number of confirming in-
stances will be interpreted as the magnitude of support-
ing evidence for the conclusions reached. Still more
problematically, mistakenly believing in the possibility
of defining a universe of operationalizations and in the
effectiveness of randomly selecting a set of operational-
izations in eliminating the error associated with them,
these approaches might lead researchers to a false sense
of certainty regarding the “true nature” of the relation-
ships between concepts. In this sense, these approaches
seem to prescribe a practice of enumerative induction
on steroids, so Popper’s logical criticisms of verification-
ism (2002b, p. 1-7; 133-208) apply even more strongly
here.

SRF as a severe testing procedure and a tool for as-
sessing Lakatosian progressiveness

Following largely the sophisticated methodological
falsificationism of Lakatos (1978), SRF has a very dif-
ferent idea about the role we should assign to AHs in
science. According to this view, theoretical statements
lend themselves to empirical tests only with the help of
AHs, because they connect core theoretical concepts and
relationships to observations. As auxiliary hypotheses,
operationalizations do not substitute or collectively ex-
haust theoretical concepts and relationships. AHs can
also function as a protective belt that saves the core
theory by taking the burden of falsification on them-
selves. The prevalence of one of these two different
roles which AHs can play (i.e., increasing testability vs.
deflecting falsification) can help us identify respectively
whether modifications to theories vis-à-vis accumulat-
ing evidence are of a progressive or degenerative char-
acter (see also Popper, 2002a, p. 240f.). In progres-
sive research programmes (consisting of successive ver-
sions of a theory), AHs predominantly increase empir-
ical content by increasing the explanatory and predic-
tive power, and hence generating more potential falsi-
fiers for the core theory, while in degenerative research
programmes they often serve a content-decreasing func-
tion by putting forward ad hoc alternative explanations
that do not suggest any empirical discoveries or novel
research questions. Researchers may avoid falsification
of the TH, on pain of losing explanatory or predictive
power and giving their research programme a degen-
erative character, by continuously refining its terms ac-
cording to whether particular AHs yield corroborative
or non-corroborative results, for instance by delimiting
the boundary conditions of the TH to a pair of oper-
ationalizations that work (see also Laudan, 1990, p.
276). Such refinements often result in decreasing the
theory’s scope, precision or narrowing its semantic ref-
erence, and consequently diminishes its empirical sup-
port and makes it increasingly less rational to stick to
it.

Using an earlier distinction that we made regarding
the possible “solutions” in the face of non-corroborating
evidence, conventionalist strategies are associated with
degenerative research programmes while methodolog-
ical falsifiactionist strategies are associated with pro-
gressive research programmes. In this regard, SRF is
also a method for identifying if and to what extent a re-
search programme can be deemed progressive, by track-
ing how the researchers respond to non-corroborative
results (see the supplementary materials for a more de-
tailed exposition). If (or to the extent that) the corrob-
oration of TH is made increasingly dependent on cer-
tain operationalizations, then the set of AHs that com-
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prises these operationalizations can be said to play a
falsification-deflecting role. In this respect, SRF facili-
tates an objective assessment of Lakatosian progressive-
ness of a research programme.

In SRF the systematic variation of design elements
is not a bottom-up and random procedure, but rather
is organized with a view to examine the most prob-
able alternative explanations associated with different
AHs and thereby to increase test severity. In this sense,
what we understand from replication is quite akin to
“constructive replication” of Köhler and Cortina (2021),
where the succeeding replications are conducted with
the objective of improving the measures/operationaliza-
tions. However, because of the reasons we explained
before, it is usually not possible to justify the superior-
ity of one measure over other in social sciences. Un-
der these conditions, the best we can do is to map
out on which particular AHs the main hypothesis is
conditional. By providing a way to accomplish this,
SRF increases the transparency of how AHs influence
“(non-)corroborative evidence,” and allows us to evalu-
ate post hoc modifications to theoretical claims vis-à-vis
evidence. This in turn can potentially foster progressive
theory development and the discovery of novel effects
by revealing the weak spots of theories.

Consequently, SRF can be said to have certain the-
oretical and practical advantages over other system-
atic replication approaches. The main difference lies
in the philosophical commitments. Randomization-
based approaches seem to follow a neo-operationalist
and inductivist philosophy of science, while SRF rests
on sophisticated methodological falsificationism. The
objective of hypothesis testing in randomization-based
approaches is to collect confirming evidence (“hyper-
powered” through randomization), and to inductively
verify generalizability of findings as such, while in SRF
the aim is to severely test hypotheses by examining the
most plausible alternative explanations associated with
AH sets (for the distinction, see Mook, 1983). In terms
of interpretation, confirming results in randomization-
based approaches might lead researchers to mistakenly
believe that their TH reflects the true nature of the re-
lationship between the concepts, despite it is logically
invalid to draw such an inductive conclusion no mat-
ter how big your sample of operationalizations is (see
Popper, 2002b). However, in SRF confirmatory results
are interpreted only as further corroboration, and the
door is never closed for possible alternative explana-
tions and discovery of systematic errors due to partic-
ular AHs. Non-confirmatory results are also very hard
to interpret in randomization-based approaches, as it
is impossible to know the sample characteristics of a
given set of randomly chosen operationalizations with-

out having a justifiable opinion about the universe from
which they are selected. Whereas in SRF, being a falsi-
ficationist method that aims to disentangle AH depen-
dencies, non-confirmatory results are much more infor-
mative. SRF shares the core advantage of falsification-
ist frameworks in confirmatory hypothesis-testing set-
tings: Trying to devise a testing situation that maxi-
mizes the chances of finding a falsifying instance if there
is any (i.e., conducting severe tests) is a more attainable
goal than collecting verifying examples and/or weigh-
ing the rational belief in a hypothesis by enumerating
such instances (Mayo, 2018), even when collecting all
the verifying examples is not deemed necessary thanks
to randomization. Lastly, unlike some randomization-
based approaches, SRF also does not require conduct-
ing mega studies and allows hypothesis testing to be
realized in a step-by-step fashion, which also provides
flexibility. That being said, we do not completely re-
ject that random sampling of operationalizations might
have a use. The famous distinction of Reichenbach
(1938, p. 7) between the context of justification and
the context of discovery is to the purpose here. The
present falsificationist criticism of the inductivist ten-
dencies in neo-operationalist, randomization-based ap-
proaches only applies if these methods are implemented
in the justification context, thus in confirmatory studies.
Hypothesis generation is not bound by the strict logical
validity criteria of hypothesis testing. In the context of
discovery, hyper-powered exploration via random selec-
tion of operationalizations can be considered perfectly
kosher. However, the context of justification necessi-
tates logically valid inferences, which is exactly what
SRF aims to facilitate.

Practical Implications

As it stands, SRF can be said to have practical im-
plications for three broad domains of scientific inquiry,
namely 1) Hypothesis testing via providing a severe
testing framework for self-replications or collaborative
projects, 2) Replication studies via coordinating close
and conceptual replications into a more coherent, in-
formative and critical body of investigations and 3) Lit-
erature reviews via offering an alternative structure of
clustering the existing findings in terms of the AH sets
that generate them.

We already examined how SRF can help us in disen-
tangling AH and TH driven effects in a systematic series
of close and conceptual replications under different re-
search scenarios (see also the supplementary material),
and how this replication effort might be most fruitfully
realized through adversarial collaboration. Now we dis-
cuss how a similar systematic approach can be imple-
mented in organizing self-replication attempts or collab-
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orative research projects, and also in straightening up
an existing body of findings into a meaningful network
of relationships in a systematic literature review.

SRF can be implemented as a hypothesis-testing pro-
cedure in place of a single study in order to substan-
tially increase test severity across a pre-planned battery
of systematically organized tests. One obvious way to
do this is by conducting self-replications as an integral
part of the hypothesis-testing procedure. Replicating an
initial finding before publication (i.e., self-replication)
has long been considered among the best practice (Ce-
sario, 2014; Roediger III, 2012). Nevertheless, the
DQT-related problems (which render the results of iso-
lated close/conceptual replications nothing but tenta-
tive) are also relevant for self-replication efforts. Since
the problem of underdetermination equally applies to
self-replication studies, organizing them into a logically
connected set of replications that systematically vary
sets of AHpre and AHout will substantially increase their
informativity.

A self-replication attempt planned in compliance with
the requirements of SRF follows a similar procedure
as we described for other replication studies. So, also
herein an initial hypothesis test should be re-examined
with a close replication. Then, the hypothesis should be
further investigated by conceptual replications that sys-
tematically vary the AHs. The main idea again is to link
close replications to conceptual replications with a view
to increase tests severity by decreasing the degree of un-
derdetermination; that is, to become able to determine
if the inconsistent results are driven by one or more of
the AHs or by the TH (thus suggest that we modify or
abandon the TH).

We also recommend pre-registering the whole SRF
plan before the data collection. At present, the com-
mon practice is to pre-register only a single study (or
a single set of studies) where the operationalization of
variables (and hence the AHs) are kept constant. This
conventional practice of pre-registering only a single set
of operationalizations might pave the way for a setting
that condones conducting multiple studies and selec-
tively reporting the studies that corroborated the TH.
Pre-registering SRF in the context of self-replication can
decrease the researcher degrees of freedom (see Sim-
mons et al., 2011). Realistically it would be a tentative
plan, but it would still inform both the researchers and
their audience about the initial expectations. And since
SRF-compatible pre-registrations can offer broader pro-
tection against researcher degrees of freedom, a sep-
arate badge (that is similar to the ones awarded for
pre-registration or open data/code) can be bestowed on
studies that satisfy the criteria.6

That being said, it is important to note here that

self-replications never quell the need for independent
replications, as whether the experimenter’s bias (Rosen-
thal and Fode, 1963) influences the results is an AH
that needs almost always to be taken seriously. A still
more rigorous strategy to hypothesis-testing would be
to follow SRF as a collaborative research project, where
various steps are distributed among collaborating re-
searchers or teams. This research strategy will be sim-
ilar to applying SRF as a replication procedure, but in-
stead of evaluating earlier findings and resolving dis-
putes it will serve to severely test novel hypotheses.
Since conducting highly controlled studies is more dif-
ficult in social and behavioral sciences, increasing test
severity over a systematically organized battery of tests
is a viable alternative that would serve the same pur-
pose.

Another potential practical implication of SRF lies in
using the same strategy of logically connecting different
AH bundles in conducting and interpreting systematic
literature reviews (particularly when the previous find-
ings are mixed). Such a strategy can help researchers
distinguish the effects that seem to be driven by cer-
tain AHs from the ones in which the TH is more robust
to such influences. To put it differently, in a contested
literature there are already numerous conceptual repli-
cations that have been conducted, and at least some of
these replications rely on the same AHs in their opera-
tionalizations. Therefore, to the extent that they have
overlaps in their AHs, their results can be organized in
such a way that resembles a pattern of results that can
be obtained with a novel research project planned ac-
cording to SRF. The term “systematic” in systematic lit-
erature review already indicates that the scientific ques-
tion to be investigated (i.e., the subject-matter, the prob-
lem or hypothesis), the data collection strategy (e.g.,
databases to be searched, inclusion criteria) as well as
the method that will be used in analyzing the data (e.g.,
statistical tests or qualitative analyses) are standard-
ized. However, for various reasons (e.g., to limit the
inquiry to those studies that use a particular method),
not every systematic literature review is conducive to
figuring out whether the TH is conditional on particu-
lar AH sets. An SRF-inspired strategy of tabulating the
results in a systematic literature review will also help re-
searchers in appraising the conceptual networks of the-
oretical claims, theoretically relevant auxiliary hypothe-
ses and measurements. Thus, it can eventually help in
appraising the empirical support of the TH by revealing
how it is conditional on certain AHs, and can lead to the

6Preregistering only individual steps of SRF (as indepen-
dent studies) will not provide the level of test severity that
will be achieved with the whole procedure. For the relation
between preregistration and test severity, see Lakens (2019).
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reformulation or refinement of the TH as well as guide
and constrain subsequent modifications to it.

Coda

In this paper, we have suggested, firstly, a method-
ological procedure that will considerably bolster the so-
cial and behavioral sciences’ ability to address the prob-
lem of empirical underdetermination. While theories
are always underdetermined by empirical evidence, we
argued that in the context of hypothesis testing it can be
possible to reduce certain researcher degrees of freedom
with respect to auxiliary hypotheses and thus to facili-
tate decision making. Achieving this requires, first and
foremost, that researchers pay substantially more atten-
tion to the auxiliary hypotheses they assume to be true
in designing empirical tests. Moreover, it requires that
they acknowledge that individual tests cannot investi-
gate the epistemic worth of single scientific hypotheses,
let alone of theories.

On a more general note, opting for a series of sys-
tematically interconnected tests instead of single stud-
ies in deciding the fate of scientific theories implies a
more critical process of scientific inquiry, which would
also require a relatively higher investment of time and
resources than a typical empirical study in the social sci-
ences. We should, however, weigh this extra investment
not against a single study, but against the current situa-
tion where the same amount of time and resources yield
numerous independent studies which are much less in-
formative individually as well as collectively. More-
over, SRF-style research strategies can be implemented
much faster and with much less burden falling on in-
dividual researchers by way of scientific collaboration;
that is, through collective testing and appraisal of scien-
tific theories. Today researchers have at their disposal
more opportunities for large scale collaborations, such
as the Psychological Science Accelerator (Moshontz et
al., 2018).

Clearly, the methodological decision between more
rigorous tests and quicker decisions on the empirical
worth of theories is bound to be a collective one, which
reflects our collective take on scientific priorities. We
can generally speak of two central missions of scien-
tific inquiry; namely, extending the established body of
knowledge to include novel phenomena (i.e., science’s
exploratory mission) and to weed out false theories via
testing and replication (i.e., science’s critical mission).7

Depending on the state of a particular discipline or re-
search programme, one or the other of these two mis-
sions might be more accentuated. While in expansion-
ist periods accumulation of novel hypotheses is priori-
tized over severe tests, replications of earlier studies or
critical assessment of literature, during moments of cri-

sis the need for disciplinary self-reflection might over-
come that for novelty and growth. The decade-long dis-
cussion on a replicability and confidence crisis in sev-
eral disciplines of social, behavioral and life sciences
(e.g., Camerer et al., 2018; Open Science Framework,
2015; Ioannidis, 2005) has identified the utilization of
methods that would be most fitting for accomplishing
the exploratory mission in the context where the crit-
ical mission should be prioritized as being one of the
main causes of the problem. This diagnosis led to pro-
posals for slowing science down (Stengers, 2018), ap-
plying more caution in giving policy advice (IJzerman
et al., 2020), and inaugurating a credibility revolution
(Vazire, 2019). All potential contributions of SRF will
be part of a strategy to prioritize science’s critical mis-
sion on the way towards more credible research in so-
cial, behavioral, and life sciences. This would imply that
the scientific community focuses less on producing huge
numbers of novel hypotheses with little corroboration
and more on having a lesser number of severely tested
theoretical claims. Successful implementation of SRF
also requires openness and transparency regarding both
positive and negative results of original and replication
studies (Nosek et al., 2015) and demands increased re-
search collaboration (Landy et al., 2020). Ideally, this
would also take the form of adversarial collaboration.
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